A new Research Handbook on EU Private International Law, within the Edward Elgar Research Handbooks in European Law series has just been published. It is edited by Peter Stone, Professor and Youseph Farah, Lecturer, School of Law, University of Essex, UK.

It contains the following contributions:

1. Internet Transactions and Activities
   Peter Stone

   Youseph Farah and Anil Yilmaz-Vastardis

3. Fairy is Back – Have you got your Wand Ready?
   Hong-Lin Yu

   Youseph Farah and Sara Hourani

   Edouard Treppoz

6. Article 4 of the Rome I Regulation on the Applicable Law in the Absence of Choice – Methodological Analysis, Considerations
   Gülin Güneysu-Güngör

7. International Sales of Goods and Rome I Regulation”
   Indira Carr

8. The Rome I Regulation and the Relevance of Non-State Law”
Olugbenga Bamodu

Xandra E. Kramer

10. Choice of Law for Tort Claims”
Peter Stone

11. Defamation and Privacy and the Rome II Regulation
David Kenny and Liz Heffernan

12. Corporate Domicile and Residence
Marios Koutsias

More information is available on the publisher’s website.